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ABSTRACT

The trend of current data acquisition and recording systems is to capture multiple streams
of Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) data on a single media. The MARS II data recording
system manufactured by Datatape, the Asynchronous Realtime Multiplexer and Output
Reconstructor (ARMOR) systems manufactured by Calculex, Inc., and other systems on
the market today are examples of this technology. The quantity of data recorded by these
systems can be impressive, and can cause difficulties in post-test data processing in terms
of data storage and turn around time to the analyst.

This paper describes the system currently in use at the Strategic Systems Combined Test
Force B-1B division to simultaneously post-flight process up to twelve independent PCM
streams at twice real-time speeds. This system is entirely personal computer (PC) based
running the Window NT 4.0 operating system with an internal ISA bus PCM
decommutation card. Each PC is capable of receiving and processing one stream at a
time. Therefore, the core of the system is twelve PCs each with decommutation
capability. All PCs are connected via a fast ethernet network hub. The data processed by
this system is IRIG 106 Chapter 8 converted MIL-STD-1553B bus data and Chapter 4
Class I and II PCM data. All system operator inputs are via Distributed Component
Object Modeling (DCOM) provided by Microsoft Developers Studio, Versions 5.0 and
6.0, which allows control and status of multiple data processing PCs from one
workstation. All data processing software is written in-house using Visual C++ and
Visual Basic.
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INTRODUCTION

As Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) data acquisition systems gather more and more data,
in terms of the number of streams and the total bandwidth, the post-acquisition handling
of the data is becoming increasingly difficult and costly. Various manufacturers of
telemetry recording systems offer products that are capable of capturing many data
streams of various types onto a single magnetic media. These systems are venturing into
wider use in the telemetry data acquisition field. Once the multiple streams of data are
captured on the magnetic media, the post-acquisition data reduction process is usually
determined entirely by the user.

Early decisions by the user to determine the manner of post-test activity can impact costs
and data turn around time dramatically. If the user is able to handle only one or very few
data streams simultaneously, the data turn-around time to the user can be severely
impacted, which tends to extend the total life of a test effort. Also, up-front costs of
multiple decommutation units and VME based computer systems to handle many streams
of data simultaneously can be quite expensive.

In general, the post-acquisition processing of telemetry data, especially PCM data,
involves several steps. First, bit and frame synchronization or decommutation of the PCM
stream must be performed. Next, the digitized data is handed off to a computer for further
processing. Conversion to time-tagged engineering units data, usually in an ASCII
format, is performed by the computer via software applications developed directly in
relation to the structure of the incoming data. Finally, the time tagged data is analyzed via
comparison and/or integration with other data sets to determine the performance of the
system under test.

There is a vast array of equipment on the market today to do this work. Due to the high
input/output nature of telemetry data processing, most of this equipment has traditionally
been VME based, running on the UNIX or NOS operating systems. Many
decommutation units that can be integrated with VME computers systems are also
available in the market, but all of this equipment is very costly. In addition, upgrading
this equipment to take advantage of technological improvements can also be very costly,
if available at all.

VME based systems are not the only alternative today. Several manufacturers offer
telemetry data processing equipment for the Personal Computer. This equipment usually
comes as a PCI or ISA device or card, which mounts internally in the PC. Incoming PCM
data is decommutated, double buffered in memory locations on the card, and made
available to system processes. Typically, the equipment is supported by the Windows NT
operating system environment. A wide variety of software development packages are
available in Windows NT, and many of the manufacturers of telemetry equipment will



include useful software libraries, source code, and pre-compiled tools. Customization to
specific needs can be a relatively easy task. Most of the software libraries will be written
in C++ and can be modified using available developer studios. An experienced
programmer in these environments would have little difficulty creating custom
applications with graphical user interfaces, which can make day-to-day use
uncomplicated.

The 419th Flight Test Squadron (FLTS) B-1B offensive avionics engineering data
processing division at Edwards Air Force Base has developed a system comprised
entirely of PCs running Windows NT to acquire, process, and analyze flight test data.
This system is capable of simultaneously processing up to twelve individual PCM data
streams with command, control, and status from a single PC workstation. This paper will
describe the off-the-shelf hardware of the system, the software modules, and specific
techniques to optimize overall performance.

SYSTEM HARDWARE

The majority of B-1B data processing at the 419th FLTS is performed post-flight. With
minor exceptions, the test aircraft are not capable of real-time telemetry transmission
during flight. All flight test data are collected on-board the aircraft via conversion to
PCM formats suitable for telemetry transmission, and then recorded as multiple data
streams on a on-board digital tape system. The tape system multiplexes the many PCM
streams onto a single media. During post-flight processing, the recorded media output is
treated as multiple high-bit-rate telemetry streams that share a common timing signal.
Post-flight data processing begins with reconstruction of the PCM data signals, which are
then directed to processing computers via a patch panel. Each of the processing
computers receives a single incoming PCM data stream. In addition to the incoming data
connection, all the data processing and command/control computers are connected via a
high speed 100 MBs local area network. A functional diagram of the major components
of the data processing system is shown in Figure 1.

The tape playback system used at the 419th FLTS is an Ampex DCRsI 107
recorder/reproducer with output to a Calculex Asynchronous Realtime Multiplexer and
Output Reconstructor (ARMOR). The ARMOR reconstructs all the PCM streams as each
occurred on the test aircraft. Currently, the system in use at the 419th FLTS is capable of
real-time multiplexing up to sixteen separate PCM signals to one digital stream for
recording and reversing the process during playback. The B-1B test aircraft at the 419th

FLTS are using eleven of those available channels. Many other manufacturers systems
are capable of performing the same function, and for the purpose of this discussion, these
other record/reproduce systems are interchangeable. Each available output channel of the
ARMOR unit is connected to the data processing PCs via a patch panel, which provides
flexibility to direct any PCM stream to any data processing computer. The tape playback



Figure 1. System Major Components

system is capable of variable playback speeds from one-eighth real-time to four-times
real-time.

Each PCM stream is received by a data processing computer through an internal bit
synchronization and frame decommutation device. The 419th FLTS system uses an ISA
board manufactured by Data General Corporation and Acroamatics, Inc. Again, there are
a myriad of devices on the market today, all of varying amounts of capability. Each
individual user must decide which of these devices best suits his or her needs depending
on specific program requirements and available funding. The device mentioned above
delivers formatted data messages to a host computer via the ISA bus. The basic card
provides a PCM data formatter that accepts data and synchronization signals then sends a
major frame buffer to the host. A bit synchronizer option is available as a daughter card
when a data clock is not available. The major frame buffer is made available to the host
while a second major frame buffer is reloaded. The dual buffers thereby provide a
stationary major frame image to the host at all times. Frame synchronizer logic is housed
on the board. This logic provides frame and subframe decommutation for applications
where only clock and data are available. Word length, frame length, ID word, and sync
pattern descriptions are supplied from the host via the ISA bus. Both synchronous and
asynchronous embedded streams are extracted by host system software decommutation,
as this card does not support card-based data processing or filtering prior to host system
access to the data.

To make overall system administration easier, it is important to maintain the data
processing computers as closely to identical hardware and software standards as possible.
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This ensures the advantage of interchangeable parts for addressing failures. The 419th

FLTS system also houses the data processing computers in groups of four in standard
nineteen-inch racks. Each rack contains a single monitor, keyboard, and mouse with a
switching device for use during start-up, shutdown and administration of each computer.
Each rack also contains an uninterruptible power supply to guard against system failure
due to power source problems. Each computer uses a nine-Gigabyte SCSI hard drive on a
removable chassis, a floppy drive, a CDROM Reader/Recorder, 128 Mbytes system
RAM, and a 100-Mbyte Network Interface Card. High-speed dual CPU’s are also used. A
SCSI bus adapter is recommended to ensure high-speed data transfer to mass storage
devices, and adding any mass storage devices to the system is relatively simple. The
CDROM recorder is also useful in creating walk-away data products on the system. The
Windows NT 4.0 operating system is used on each computer. The status and control
computer does not need to be of the same caliber of the data processing computers.
However, this computer could also be used as a data processor, and if so, should be built
with the same recommendations as above.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

Several software development efforts were required to bring this data processing system
to operational capability. The development effort was delineated between control and
status software and data processing applications. The goal of the control and status
software was to create a single, centralized graphical user interface to perform all the
related functions to initiate multiple data processing jobs on multiple computers over the
network. Also, information on the status and health of the many data processing
applications must be returned while the jobs are in progress. The motivation behind this
goal was to reduce the operator workload in setting up a data run, and to automate as
many functions as possible. The operator must be able to initiate all jobs from one
workstation as opposed to initiating them from as many workstations as there are jobs.
The data processing applications were also delineated between two groups.

The data processing system is required to support both preflight data check out functions
and post-flight data processing. The cost of flying a B-1B test aircraft demands that all
the data acquisition systems are performing optimally, therefore preflight system checks
are very important. Data must also be turned around to the analyst in a timely manner
after flight tests are performed. The data processing application input arguments and data
calibration information must also be passed from the status and control computer to the
processing computers.

All software development was performed using the Microsoft Developers Studio 6.0
Visual C/C++ and Visual Basic modules. This developer studio was chosen due to wide
industry use and extensive user documentation. The system data processing software was
written utilizing the Distributed Component Object Modeling (DCOM) concept of



Microsoft computing technologies. DCOM has evolved over many years from the
Windows clipboard, Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), Remote Procedure Calls
(RPC), and other concepts. These are message-passing services designed for use by
developers to incorporate data exchange facilities into their applications. As an example,
a user’s MS Word processing document might contain text, bitmaps, charts, etc. Without
the clipboard service, the user might have had to print both the Word document and the
Excel spreadsheet separately and then literally cut and paste them together using scissors
and glue. DCOM facilitates exchanging data among various applications on a single
platform, much like that of the clipboard service, and supports full computing distribution
across many platforms in a network. DCOM is actually a programming philosophy, and
not a set of library functions in the developer studio. The Windows NT operating system
manages almost all the data exchange and message servicing as long as the programmer
follows a set of well-defined rules.

Use of DCOM allowed the programmers to initiate any desired application on a remote
machine, pass to that remote machine all information required to set up the ISA
decommutation card, and pass required input arguments and calibration data to the data
processing or preflight applications. DCOM also made possible the return of information
from the remote machine to the initiating machine. Return information included status of
the data processing application, status of the ISA decommutation card, and preflight
instrumentation checkout information.

Microsoft terminology describes the control and status computer as the client and the data
processing computer as the server (or component). The Visual C++ data processing
object, or software application, must be registered on both the client and server. DCOM
classes, interfaces, proxy/stub marshalling code, and type libraries must all be registered
in the clients’ local registry in Windows NT 4.0 before a typical component can be
invoked. If the object is not registered locally, the control computer will not be able to
access information on the C++ object located remotely on the data processing computer.
When the client attempts to instantiate an object, DCOM checks the local registry first. In
a sense, locally registering the object essentially creates an image of that code in the local
registry. A block diagram of the major tenants of the data processing software is shown in
Figure 2.

One problem remains in Windows NT 4.0. If a new release version of the object is made,
it must be redistributed to all clients. Windows NT 5.0 promises to automatically
redistribute the object whenever changes are made.



Figure 2 Client Server Software Block Diagram

An instance of the Visual C++ object is created in the Visual Basic graphical interface
code. This instance allows transfer of information between the two applications.
Command, set-up, and status information is shared between the registered C++ objects on
both the control and processing machines. In order to process PCM data, the C++ object
must first setup the ISA decommutation card. This decommutation setup information is
passed from the controlling PC (the client) over the network to the processing PC (the
server). Once the server has established bit and frame synchronization, the object then
begins data capture via a launched data processing thread. This thread reads the digitized
data buffers from the decommutation card as each major frame becomes available,
performs processing dependent on input stream type and a filtering scheme, then writes
processed data to the system hard drive in a specific file format. As each of these
functions is active on the server, each process is monitored via status information
returned to the client.

Setup and status of the ISA decommutation card involves several steps. This process is
depicted by Figure 3. A graphical interface is provided to the user for entry of all bit and
frame synchronization information. After the user has entered needed information, the
Visual Basic code writes the information in the form of a text file to a specified location
on the server. This information can also be saved in a local text file for later retrieval. The
C++ object then reads the bit and frame synchronization information contained in the text
file and parses it to the decommutation card driver via function calls provided in the card
manufacturers’ dynamic link library (DLL). The decommutation card DLL is bound to
the decommutation card driver, which is responsible for loading the information to the
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Figure 3. Decommutation Card Setup and Status

card memory and starting data capture. Status to the C++ object is communicated from
the card via the driver and other DLL function calls. Status is relayed through the C++
objects on both machines and posted on a Visual Basic GUI.

After the decommutation card is loaded and begins operation, the C++ object launches
the data processing thread. Several different data processing threads have been developed
that correspond to the incoming stream type. The B-1B test aircraft instrumentation
output PCM data defined in the IRIG 106-93 Chapter 4, Class 1 and 2, and IRIG 106-93
Chapter 8 telemetry standards. The Chapter 4 Class 1 streams are relatively simple PCM
streams consisting of a single main frame or subcommutated data with bit rates in the less
than one Megahertz range. The Chapter 4 Class 2 PCM frames are more complicated and
consist of asynchronous embedded data in a large mainframe with bit rates greater than 1
Megahertz. The Chapter 8 PCM data contain up to four dual redundant MIL-STD-1553B
data busses encoded into the data stream as described in the telemetry standard, with a
minor exception in regards to the time tag words, with bit rates in the 2 to 3 Megahertz
range. The B-1B test aircraft at the 419th FLTS use three separate Chapter 8 data
acquisition systems recording a total of eleven MIL-STD-1553B data busses. Each
Chapter 8 unit functions as a bus monitor in total capture mode. The bus monitor bit rates
are varied depending on MIL-STD-1553B bus loading.

The Chapter 4 and Chapter 8 data processing methods are inherently different. Chapter 4
processing is synchronous by definition, even for the Class 2 streams once the embedded
frame is extracted. Chapter 4 data processing usually involves repetition, converting
frames of data to engineering units, and simple time tagging from either an embedded
time or from an independent IRIG signal.
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The Chapter 8 data processing is more difficult. Converting all of the MIL-STD-1553
data messages to engineering units would literally fill tens of gigabytes of on-line storage.
Since most analysts do not need all the messages transferred on a bus, the Chapter 8
processing usually employs a filtering scheme while time tagging the messages or
portions of messages with the time embedded in the Chapter 8 PCM stream. Note that the
time is not derived from an independent signal source.

Despite the differences in Chapter 4 and Chapter 8 PCM data processing, the 419th FLTS
processing philosophy attempts to standardize both input information and output file
format. A data catalog is generated for both types and used as input calibration
information to the data processing application. Output file formats are also the same for
both. The ISA decommutation card in use at the 419th FLTS has no capability to
distinguish between Chapter 4 and Chapter 8 PCM. As the card decommutates major
frames of data, full major frames are written to one of the double buffer memories, made
available to the host system processing via interrupt request, then the other buffer is
written. A continuous buffer counter is also made available to the processing application
via the vendor provided software development kit. Use of the buffer counter allows the
processing application to determine if any buffers are lost during processing.

The data catalog information for the Chapter 4 processing consist of fixed ASCII fields of
information. This information contains the frame/subframe location of data words of
interest, data type conversion information, data word length, frequency of capture,
parameter names in the output file headers, units of the output ASCII data, a brief
description, and a local identifier for use during data processing. This information is read
by the processing application and used to convert binary data to engineering units, among
other functions. Most of the Chapter 4 streams contain a series of time words with each
major frame. The format of the time words generally is not consistent between streams,
which must be accounted for in code. Depending upon the timing accuracy required by
the user, entire frames of data are given a single time stamp, or each data word within the
major frame is given an individual time stamp. Obviously, one time stamp for entire
frames of data will significantly cut down on overhead in the output file compared to
individual time tags. Again, once the specifics of a particular stream are known, the
processing for that stream is fairly repetitive.

The data catalog information for the Chapter 8 processing also consist of fixed ASCII
fields of information. Most of the information in the Chapter 8 catalog is identical to the
Chapter 4 catalogs with one major exception. The data location is not based on word
locations within the major frame, but instead tied to command words on the MIL-STD-
1553 bus. This is the major difference between the two data processing types, and reflects
the asynchronous nature of MIL-STD-1553 data processing. The Chapter 8 data catalog
defines which messages or portions of messages on a bus are to be captured by the
application software. Messages of interest, as defined by the data catalog, are captured,



time tagged, converted to engineering units, and written to output file. Each message, or
portion of a message, is written to individual output files with the catalog information
included as a header. Features have been added to the processing code to allow capture of
every occurrence of a message, on change, every other message, or by a user definable
rate of capture.

The 419th FLTS Chapter 8 processing application is a state machine that is triggered by
the Chapter 8 data tag, which is defined in the IRIG standard. The data processing code
performs different functions depending on whether the incoming data word is a command
word, a data word, a status word, a time word, etc. For example, if an incoming word in
the Chapter 8 stream is a command word, the data processing code will first determine if
that particular command word is on the list to be captured. If it is not, the code will
discard that command word, then wait for the next command word in the stream. If it is
flagged for capture, the application will gather and time tag the subsequent data words of
interest and write the information to the appropriate output file.

Of course, this is a very brief explanation of the data processing threads. A complete
explanation of this code is beyond the scope of this paper. This paper is intended to
provide a high level description of how data processing can be performed in a PC based
environment.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Judgements regarding system performance are based solely on whether decommutation
card memory buffers are lost during processing. If the host system is unable to service an
interrupt request indicating a buffer swap, then that buffer will not be processed by the
host application and data will be lost. Buffer losses are tallied in real-time and relayed to
the client for display.

In the beginning of the programming effort, it was found that Windows NT 4.0 gave the
highest system priority to refreshing the video. Any movement of the mouse device or
any other input to the system heavily diverted system resources away from the data
processing application to servicing the input. The end result was unacceptable numbers of
data buffer losses. Since Windows NT tends to give the highest system priority to tasks
not related to real-time data processing, such as refreshing the monitor display, the data
processing application must request that the operating system raise the process and thread
priorities to a real-time level, the highest level in Windows NT. This in effect will out-
prioritize other tasks. When using this technique, the users may notice that a system
request via the mouse or keyboard will not be immediately serviced. Once the system
priority of the data processing application was raised to a sufficient level, buffer losses
were significantly reduced.



It was also found that the ISA decommutation card could generate interrupt service
requests at a maximum rate of 0.8 milliseconds. Therefore, for this particular card, if the
time required to decommutate one major frame of data was less than 0.8 milliseconds, the
ISA card could not deliver the data to the system application fast enough. Again, data
buffers were lost. This problem was overcome by simply capturing more than one
complete frame of data, i.e., multiples of major frames, to the ISA card memory buffer.

The most challenging data processing activity performed at the 419th FLTS is for the
Chapter 8 streams. As mentioned previously, these streams contain three to four busses
encoded to the Chapter 8 format at bit rates of two to three megahertz. One of the busses
in the Chapter 8 stream is highly loaded, while the remaining busses are medium to
lightly loaded. The data catalogs demand that approximately 500 to 700 MIL-STD-1553
messages are to be filtered from the PCM data stream, time tagged, and written to the
output file. Each of these messages contains an average of ten 16-bit data words. The
average refresh rate of these messages is on the order of ten hertz. These Chapter 8
streams are currently processed without buffer losses at twice real-time speeds, which
equates to incoming data rates twice previously stated. Processed data is written to the
SCSI hard drive on each processing computer at a rate of 5 Mbytes per minute. Once the
incoming data rate is boosted to four times real speed, buffer losses become
unacceptable, at approximately 15%. The buffer losses at four times real-time speed are
not due to the ISA card not keeping up with the incoming data rate, but in the data
processing application. At the four times real speed rate, buffers are not completely
processed by the data processing application before the next buffer available interrupt
request arrives.

Further increases in data throughput is under investigation at the time of this writing.
Increasing the efficiency of the data processing application could be achieved by multi-
threading the application. Two threads could be used, one to capture the data buffers from
the ISA card, and another to parse the data from the Chapter 8 input format to the final
processed data on the hard drive. Also, using a PCI based decommutation card would
greatly improve the interrupt request service rate. Using a card that is able to process or
selectively capture data before placing it on the output buffer is desirable. A feature of
this nature would share the processing load between the decommutation card and the host
processor. In the case of Chapter 8 data, if the decommutation card is able to strip the
filler words, sync words, and other overhead from the stream before transferring it to the
host the workload of the host processor would be significantly reduced.

Conclusion

Telemetry data processing on PC based systems is a viable alternative to traditional
methods. PC based systems are less expensive than VME based systems, and can be
easily upgraded by the user as technology advances. Advances in the personal computing



technology sector will continue to improve at a dramatic pace, and are driven by the
every day home computer user, not the telemetry data processing sector.

The ease of obtaining and configuring the PC based telemetry processing hardware is
counteracted by software development. In general, specific, user developed applications
must be built to process the incoming data streams. This can be time consuming and will
most likely be the most expensive part of developing a PC based capability. A potential
user of this technology should be a versatile C or C++ program developer. However,
today’s software development studios assist the developer in many ways. These
programming environments provide the programmer with a wide variety of powerful
tools, enabling efficient data processing applications.

The system in use at the 419th FLTS takes advantage of rapid parallel processing. This
technique is extremely powerful with respect to data processing throughput. Presently,
each data processing computer is capable of writing analysis ready information at a rate
of five megabytes per minute. Planned improvements to the processing applications will
at least double this rate. Therefore, ten data processing machines will be capable of
writing one hundred megabytes of information every minute. This limit will only
improve with hardware technology advances that are yet to come. Hardware upgrades
can easily be made in the future to improve the system. And lastly, the system is easily
expandable. All that is required is the purchase of a new data processing machine,
installing the data processing application, and installing the machine on the network.
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